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Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over a field K of characteris-
tic / 2, and b: V = V ª K a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. An
orthogonal representation of the group G is a homomorphism r : G ª
 .O b into the orthogonal group of b. Another orthogonal representation
 .  .r9: G ª O b9 is orthogonally equi¨ alent to r if there is an isometry f :
 .V ª V 9 which commutes with the action of G, i.e., f satisfies b9 fu, f¨
 .s b u, ¨ for all u, ¨ g V and makes the diagrams




6  .r 9 s 6
V 9V 9
commutative for all s g G.
 . q .The orthogonal representation r is proper if r G ; O b , the or-
thogonal transformations of determinant 1, otherwise improper. The linear
 .class of r consists of the orthogonal representations r9: G ª O b which
are linearly equivalent to r. Orthogonal equivalence classes will generally
be referred to simply as classes.
We shall assume throughout that the order g of G is finite, and that the
characteristic of K does not divide 2 g.
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 .DEFINITION 1. r is called a uniform orthogonal representation if b is
the only nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on V which is invariant
 .under r G , up to scalar multiples.
Theorem 1 gives equivalent conditions for the uniformity of r.
w xIn 1 , Frohlich defined the spinor and Clifford invariants of an orthogo-È
 .  2 .nal representation r. The spinor invariant Q r g Hom G, K*rK* is
the composite map
r u 2G ª O b ª K*rK* , .
 w x.  .where u is the spinor norm cf. 8, 9.3.4 . The Clifford invariant g r g
2 .H G, K* is the image of the cohomology class belonging to the exact
sequence
p
1 ª K* ª G b ª O b ª 1 .  .
r*
2 2  . .  .  .under the map H O b , K* ª H G, K* , where G b is the Clifford
 .  .  wgroup of b and p : G b ª O b is the covering homomorphism cf. 8,
x.9.3 .
Section 2 consists of some computations of the spinor and Clifford
invariants for uniform representations. We first characterize the classes in
the linear class of a uniform representation r in terms of the group of
 .  .  .similarity factors multipliers M b of b Theorem 2 . We then use this
characterization to compute the spinor and Clifford invariants for the
classes in the linear class of r. In particular if the degree is even and r is
improper, it is shown that the spinor invariant distinguishes these classes
 .completely Theorem 3 , and conditions are given in Theorem 4 under
which the Clifford invariant also distinguishes them. If r is uniform,
proper, and of even degree, then all classes in the linear class of r have the
same spinor and Clifford invariants. Finally if r is uniform of odd degree,
then it is absolutely irreducible, and there is only one class in the linear
 .class of r, i.e., any orthogonal representation r9: G ª O b which is
linearly equivalent to r is also orthogonally equivalent to r. See the
Remark following Theorem 2.
 .An interesting corollary of these results Corollary 2 is that if r is
2 uniform and of even degree, and if ND* / K* where D is the central-
 .izer of r G in End V and N is the norm with respect to the adjointK
.involution of b , then r is necessarily proper.
w xTheorem 4 is a generalization of Theorem 5 of 7 , and corrects an error
in that theorem as well.
In Section 3, we apply the Hermitian Morita theory of Frohlich andÈ
McEvett to show that the relative invariant
b r9 s u , u b r s ¨ , ¨ mod K*2 .  . .  .
sgG
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completely distinguishes the classes in the linear class of an absolutely
irreducible representation in both the proper and improper cases u and ¨
.are arbitrary vectors in V for which the expression is / 0 , and derive as a
 .consequence an explicit formula for the multiplier in M b to which r9
corresponds. Similar results are given more generally for uniform repre-
sentations. See Theorem 5 and Corollary 3. The formulas obtained provide
effectively computable means for distinguishing orthogonal equivalence
classes of uniform representations.
1. UNIFORM ORTHOGONAL REPRESENTATIONS
 .Suppose for the moment that r : G ª O b is any orthogonal represen-
tation. Then the adjoint involution f ¬ f on End V with respect to b isK
 .  .defined by b fu, ¨ s b u, f¨ for all u, ¨ g V. The canonical involution
y1a s s a s s s
s s
on the group algebra KG has the property that the homomorphism
KG ª End V given by r is a homomorphism of algebras with involution,K
 .so in particular its image r KG is stable under the adjoint involution, and
therefore so is its centralizer D [ End V.rG
We shall generally write the action of D on the right of V. Let D stand0
for the K-subspace of D of elements fixed by the adjoint involution.
THEOREM 1. If r is an orthogonal representation, the following are
equi¨ alent.
 .1 r is uniform.
 .2 D s K.0
 .  y.3 The algebra D, with in¨olution is one of the following:
 .  .a DsK i.e., r is absolutely irreducible , with the identity in¨olution.
 .  .b D is a quaternion algebra a , br K , with the standard in¨olution.
 .c D is a quadratic algebra o¨er K, with the standard in¨olution.
 .Remarks. In 3 , the quaternion and quadratic algebras are possibly
 .split. Thus in c , D either is a quadratic extension field of K with
involution the nontrivial automorphism of DrK, or is the split algebra
K [ K with the involution that switches the components.
Proof. Suppose that b9 is any invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilin-
ear form on V. The dual space V * inherits a right KG-module structure
from the left KG-module structure of V, and can be made into a left
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KG-module by means of the adjoint involution, viz. a.x s x a a g KG, x
.  .  .g V * . Then both of the maps u ¬ b u, ? and u ¬ b9 u, ? are KG-
isomorphisms of V onto V *, and it follows that there is a d g D* the
.  .  .group of units of D such that b9 u, ¨ s b ud, ¨ for all u, ¨ g V. More-
 .  .over d g D since b9 is symmetric. The equivalence of 1 and 2 follows0
since b9 is a scalar multiple of b if and only if d g K.
Consider any simple K-algebra A which has an involution. Let L be the
center and L the subfield of L fixed by the involution. The dimension of0
A over L is n2 for some n, and the space of elements fixed by the
1 1 2 .  .involution has dimension n n y 1 , n n q 1 , or n over L }the sym-02 2
 w xplectic, orthogonal, and unitary cases resp. cf. 8 for this and other facts
.  .used below about involutions . L s L in the first 2 cases and L: L s 20 0
in the third. Thus if the subspace of A of elements fixed by the involution
is K, in the first 2 cases we must have L s K and n s 2 resp. 1, and in the
 .third case L: K s 2 and n s 1. Suppose that D s K. Since D is0
semisimple and is a direct sum of indecomposable algebras with involution,
each of which would contribute at least 1 to dim D , D must beK 0
indecomposable, hence is either a simple algebra with involution, or a
direct sum of a simple algebra and its opposite algebra where the involu-
tion interchanges components. In the latter case it is clear, from D s K,0
 .  .that the components must both be s K, and we get case c in 3 .
Suppose then that D is simple. Then by the foregoing considerations
about A, D is central simple in the symplectic and orthogonal cases, with
n s 2 resp. 1, hence is a quaternion algebra with the standard involution
 .resp. K with the identity as involution of course . In the unitary case, D is
a quadratic field extension of K with the nontrivial field automorphism as
 .  .its involution. This shows that 2 implies 3 , and the opposite implication
is clear.
If d g D, define the ``norm'' of d to be Nd s dd g D.
COROLLARY 1. If r is uniform and d g D*, then Nd s dd s dd g K*,
 .  .  .and N dd9 s N d N d9 for all d, d9 g D.
 .The first statement is clear on a case-by-case basis using 3 of Theorem
1, and the second follows from the first.
2. THE SPINORIAL AND CLIFFORD INVARIANTS OF
UNIFORM REPRESENTATIONS
 .For the moment let r : G ª O b be any orthogonal representation. If
 .  .r9: G ª O b is in the linear class of r, there is f g GL V such that
 .  . y1  .r9 s s fr s f for all s g G. Then if we define b9 u, ¨ s
  .  ..  .b f u , f ¨ , the orthogonal representation r : G ª O b9 is orthogo-
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nally equivalent with r9. This enables us to view the linear class of r as
 .consisting of the orthogonal representations r : G ª O b9 as b9 runs over
 .the forms on V which are equivalent to b and invariant under r G .
Suppose now that r is uniform, so there is m g K* such that b9 s mb.
 .We denote the representation r : G ª O mb by r to distinguish it fromm
 .  .  .r : G ª O b . Since b9 ; b equivalence of bilinear forms , m g M b , the
 .group of similarity factors of b. Furthermore if c also satisfies r9 s s
 . y1 y1cr s c , then f c [ d g End V s D* and sorG.
b c u , c ¨ s b f d u , f d ¨ s b mdu, d¨ s b mNd u , ¨ . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
 .It follows that mND* g M b rND* is an invariant of the class of r9, once
  .  . .  .the class of r is fixed. ND* ; M b since b Nd u, ¨ s b du, d¨ ;
 . .  .  .  .  . y1b u, ¨ . Note that b fu, f¨ s mb u, ¨ and r9 s s fr s f means
 .  .that r9 s and r s are conjugate by a similarity with multiplier m.
DEFINITION 2. If r is uniform and r9 is in the linear class of r, define
 .  .m r9, r s mND* g M b rND* with m determined as above.
w xTHEOREM 2. The correspondence between classes r9 in the linear class
 .  .of r and M b rND* pro¨ided by m r9, r is a bijection.
w x The fact that it is a bijection follows readily from Theorem 1 of 7 see
.also Corollary 1 there .
Remark. If r is uniform of odd degree, then there is only one class in
the linear class of r. This follows from Theorem 2, but has already been
w xobserved in Corollary 3 of 7 in the case of r absolutely irreducible. It is
easy to see that if r is uniform of odd degree, it must be absolutely
 . .  . .irreducible since in the cases 3 b and 3 c of Theorem 1, the degree is
even. This is clear if D is a quaternion algebra or nonsplit quadratic
algebra since V is a D-module. If D is a split quadratic algebra ( K [ K,
let e and e be the orthogonal idemptotents of D. Since these idempo-1 2
 .  .tents are interchanged by the adjoint involution, b Ve , Ve s b Ve e , V1 1 2 1
s 0, so the subspaces Ve and Ve are totally isotropic, and since V is1 2
 .their direct sum, V, b is a hyperbolic space, so has even dimension.
THEOREM 3. Let r be a uniform representation of e¨en degree. If r9 is in
 .the linear class of r, and m r9, r s mND*, then
Q r s if r s g Oq b , .  .  .  .
Q r9 s s .  .  mQ r s otherwise. .  .
If r is proper, Q is constant on the linear class of r and hence does not
distinguish any classes in the linear class of r, while if r is improper, Q
completely distinguishes them.
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 . .Proof. The proof of the formula for Q r9 s is virtually identical to
w xthat in 7, pp. 607, 608 in the absolutely irreducible case. The last
statement follows at once from the formula.
COROLLARY 2. If r is uniform and ND* / K*2, then r is proper.
Proof. Since ND* s K*2 if r is absolutely irreducible, r must have
even degree as we saw in the Remark after Theorem 2. Let m g ND*, and
let r9 be a representation in the linear class of r which is equivalent to
 .r . Then r9 is orthogonally equivalent to r by Theorem 2, so Q r9 sm
 .  . .  . .  . q .Q r , hence by the theorem mQ r s s Q r s if r s f O b , which
would imply that m g K*2, and so ND* : K*2, a contradiction. Therefore
r is proper.
w xWe now consider the Clifford invariant. The same considerations in 7
that led to the formula in Theorem 3 above show that there is a cocycle z
 .representing g r such that
z s, t if r s or r t g Oq b , .  .  .  .
z s, t s .m  m z s, t otherwise, .
 .is a cocycle representing the cohomology class g r .m
If r is improper, there is an exact sequence
1 ª Gqª G ª C ª 1 1 .2
q y1 q ..  4in which G s r O b . Suppose that C s 1, v , and let v be aÃ2
2 q 2preimage of v in G. Then v g G ; let v be its image in the Abelian-Ã
ization Gq , and finally define the characteristic element of r to be theab
2 q2-primary component v of v , which lies in the 2-Sylow subgroup G2 ab, 2
of Gq. Note that v acts on Gq through the inner automorphism withab ab
respect to v, leaving v fixed.Ã 2
 .Let n K be the group of 2-power roots of unity of K.2
THEOREM 4. Assume that r is a uniform improper representation of
e¨en degree.
 .1 The Clifford in¨ariant fails to completely distinguish the classes of
 .orthogonal representations G ª O b in the linear class of r if and only if all
three of the following conditions are satisfied:
 .  . a n K if finite of order k F the order of v as an element of the2 2
q .group G .ab , 2
 . q qb The cyclic subgroup of G rkG generated by the imageab, 2 ab, 2
 q . q qv kG of v is a direct summand of G rkG as a C -submodule.2 ab, 2 2 ab, 2 ab, 2 2
 .  .c M b contains a primiti¨ e kth root of unity, or in other words,
 .  .n K ; M b .2
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 .2 In the case when g fails to distinguish orthogonal classes, 2 inequi¨ -
alent orthogonal representations r and r ha¨e the same Clifford in¨ariantm m1 2
if and only if m ' z m mod K*2 where z is a primiti¨ e kth root of 1. In1 k 2 k
particular any particular ¨alue of the Clifford in¨ariant is assumed by at most
two orthogonal classes.
 .3 The Clifford in¨ariant does distinguish orthogonal equi¨ alence
 .  .classes if any of the conditions a to c is ¨iolated. In particular this is true if
 .  .v s 1 by a , since n K has order G 2.2 2
w xProof. The proof follows that of Theorem 5 in 7 , except that there is a
 .mistake in that proof and consequently also an error in its statement . For
the convenience of the reader, we give the complete proof here.
 .  .Since r is improper, g r is the product of g r by the inflation ofm
2 2 2 . 2 .mK* g K*rK* ( H C , K* to H G, K* . To analyze the inflation,2
we consider the following fragment of the ``5-term exact sequence'' associ-
 .ated with 1 :
t infq 2 2Hom G , K* ª H C , K* ª H G, K* . 2 .  .  . .C ab 22
 q .Here t is the transgression which takes f g Hom G , K* to theC ab22 . 2 q.cohomology class of f ( f g Z C , K* where f g Z C , G is a cocy-2 2 ab
 .cle from the cohomology class determined by the exact sequence 1 . The
5-term exact sequence follows from the Hochschild]Serre spectral se-
 . w x w xquence of 1 , cf. 3 , but we use the form given in 2, Chap. VI, 8.2 . Since
2 . 2 qH C , K* ( K*rK* is a group of exponent 2, we may replace G by2 ab
q  q .  q  ..its 2-Sylow subgroup G . Then Hom G , K* s Hom G , n K .ab , 2 C ab, 2 C ab, 2 22 2
When this is done, t is defined by means of the 2-component f g2
2 q .  .Z C , G of f instead of f itself, and 2 becomes2 ab, 2
t infq 2 2Hom G , n K ª K*rK* ª H G, K* . .  . .C ab , 2 22
 . 2 qNow f is the normalized cocycle with f v, v s v G 9 and so by defini-Ã
 .tion of the characteristic element v , f v, v s v . It follows that2 2 2
t f s f v K*2 . .  .2
Now g distinguishes orthogonal equivalence classes in the linear class of
 . 2r if and only if the inflation is injective on the subgroup M b rK* of
K*rK*2. The noninjectivity of the inflation is equivalent to the existence
 q  ..  .  . 2of f g Hom G , n K* such that f v g M b but f K* . SinceC ab, 2 2 22
 .  .  .f v g n K , this means first of all that n K is finite, say of order k,2 2 2
 .and that f v is a primitive k th root of unity, z . This in turn implies2 k
that the order of v is G k and that the subgroup V of Gq rkGq2 ab, 2 ab, 2
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generated by the image of v is a C -direct summand. The latter follows2 2
 .  .because C operates trivially on both v and n K , and n K is a2 2 2 2
 .projective free! Zrk-module. This shows the necessity of the conditions
 .  .a ] c . Conversely if these conditions hold, there is a homomorphism of V
 .  q .onto n K which takes v kG to z , and since V is a C -direct2 2 ab, 2 k 2
summand of Gq rkGq , it extends to a C -homomorphism ofab, 2 ab, 2 2
q q  .G rkG onto n K , which in turn provides a C -homomorphism f :ab , 2 ab, 2 2 2
q  .  .  .G ª n K taking v to z . This proves the sufficiency of a ] c .ab, 2 2 2 k
If g does not distinguish all orthogonal equivalence classes, we saw in
 . 2 2 .the above proof that the kernel of the inflation M b rK* ª H G, K*
is of order 2, with the nontrivial element of the kernel s z K*2 since anyk
 .  .2 primitive kth roots of unity differ by a square. This proves 2 , and 3 is
trivial.
w xRemark. Corollary 4 in 7 says that if r is absolutely irreducible and
improper of even degree, the Clifford invariant distinguishes the classes in
the linear class of r if any of the following 4 conditions holds:
 . q1 G has odd order.ab
 . q2 G is perfect or has odd order.
 .3 K is formally real.
 .4 v s 1.2
This follows easily from the corrected Theorem 4 above. In particular if K
 .  .is formally real, n K s "1, and y1 f M b since b is necessarily2
positive or negative definite if r is uniform by the usual averaging
argument: if B is any positive definite symmetric form, then
  .  . . . B r s u, r s ¨ is a positive definite invariant form . Thus condi-sg G
 . .tion 1 c of Theorem 4 is violated.
3. THE MORITA INVARIANT OF UNIFORM
REPRESENTATIONS
 .  .Suppose that r : G ª O b and r9: G ª O b9 are uniform representa-
tions which are linearly equivalent. Let A be the indecomposable algebra
with involution which is the component of KG corresponding to r and r9.
Its involution is the restriction of the canonical involution of KG to A. Let
 .  .V s V be the D, A -bimodule obtained from the A, D -bimoduleD A
V s V by twisting the action of A and D by their involutions: d¨a s a¨d.A D
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LEMMA 1. V m V 9 is a free D-module of rank 1.A
Proof. First we show that V is itself a free D-module. By Theorem 1,
 .we may assume that D is K [ K or M 2, K . Let e and e be the1 2
associated orthogonal idempotents, so V s Ve [ Ve , e s e , and Ve1 2 1 2 1
and Ve are simple A-modules. As we saw in the Remark following2
Theorem 2, this is a hyperbolic decomposition, so in particular dim Ve sK 1
dim Ve . Thus V is free in the case D s K [ K. Suppose then thatK 2
 .D s M 2, K . It suffices to show that dim Ve is even since V is a freeK 1
D-module if and only if dim V is a multiple of 4. Since A is isomorphic toK
 .the centralizer of D in End V, it is isomorphic to M n, K for some nK
Ã y1 w x.  .   . .see 8, Chap. 8, 4.5 and 3.6 . The form b u, ¨ [  b r s u, ¨ s issg G
a nonsingular Hermitian form on V with values in KG, and in fact
Ã Ï .  .b u, ¨ g A for all u, ¨ g V, so we may consider it as a form b u, ¨ over
Ïw x w x  .A. See, e.g., 6 . By 5, 1.2 , the nonsingular with respect to b subspaces of
V are in bijective correspondence with the self-adjoint imdempotents
2e s e s e of D, via e l Ve . Since D s K, the only such idempotents0
are 1 and 0, so V has no nonsingular subspaces other than V and 0. Since
w xV is not a simple A-module, it follows from 5, 2.4 that the simple
A-module Ve does not support a nonsingular invariant Hermitian form1
w xover A, so from 5, 2.5 it does support a nonsingular invariant skew-
  ..Hermitian form h over A. If tr is the usual matrix trace on A, tr h u, ¨
is a nonsingular skew-symmetric form on Ve over K, so dim Ve is even.1 K 1
Thus V is a free D-module in this case too.
n n .  .Thus for some n, V ( V 9 ( D and A ( M n, D , so V m V 9 (A
nV m A ( V ( D , and so V m V 9 is a free D-module of rank 1.A A
Now we wish to apply the Hermitian Morita Theory of Frohlich andÈ
w xMcEvett 4 . This theory associates with the representation r a nonsingu-
 .lar Hermitian form h: V = V ª D with the property that h ua, ¨ s
Ï .  .h u, ¨a , and then with r9 another Hermitian form h ? b9: V m V 9 =A
 .V m V 9 ª D with the property that if r0 is another orthogonal repre-A
sentation of G, then r9 and r0 are orthogonally equivalent if and only if
Ï Ï w xh ? b9 and h ? b0 are equivalent Hermitian forms. See also 6 .
In the case of uniform representations, these Hermitian forms are one
dimensional by the above lemma, and can be described explicitly. If ¨ m ¨ 9
is a nonzero vector of V m V 9, then
UÏh ? b9 ¨ m ¨ 9, ¨ m ¨ 9 g D s K*, . . 0
Ï . .and the ``norm class'' of h ? b9 ¨ m ¨ 9, ¨ m ¨ 9 in K*rND* characterizes
Ïthe equivalence class of h ? b9.
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THEOREM 5. Let r be a uniform representation. Let r9 be another
uniform representation in the linear class of r, and suppose ¨ g V and
 .  .¨ 9 g V 9 satisfy ¨ m ¨ 9 / 0, b ¨ , ¨ / 0 / b9 ¨ 9, ¨ 9 . Choose orthogonalA
bases of V and V 9 which include ¨ and ¨ 9 as their first ¨ectors, and let
  . .   . .  .  .r s and r9 s be the matrices of r s and r9 s with respect to thesei j i j
bases. Then
b ¨ , ¨ b9 ¨ 9, ¨ 9 r sy1 r9 ty1 r st g K* .  .  .  .  . 11 11 11
s, t
 .and its norm class in K*rND* characterizes the orthogonal class of r9.
If r is absolutely irreducible, then the square class of
b r s ¨ , ¨ b9 r9 s ¨ 9, ¨ 9 g K* .  . .  .
s
in K*rK*2 characterizes the orthogonal class of r9.
Ï . .Proof. We know that h ? b9 ¨ m ¨ 9, ¨ m ¨ 9 is in K and so the first
w xformula follows by applying the second formula in Corollary 1 of 6 ,
choosing the coefficient of e . The second formula of Theorem 5 is11
w xproved similarly using Theorem 2 in 6 .
Remark. In the case of a uniform representation where D is a split
quaternion algebra or a split quadratic algebra, ND* s K*. This is clear
 .when D is a quadratic algebra. When D is a split quaternion algebra, it
follows from the fact that the norm is given by a quadratic form which is
w xhyperbolic}see, for example, Corollary 11.10 in 8 . Alternatively one can
 .use the fact that the involution on D ( M 2, K is given by
a b d yb¬  /yg a /g d
and then a direct calculation shows that Nd s det d. Therefore in these
two explicit cases, there is only one class in the linear class of r. This also
 . . w xfollows from Theorem 4 and 3 b of Theorem 5 in 6 which in turn is an
w xinterpretation of results in 5 .
COROLLARY 3. With the same assumptions as Theorem 5, let w g V such
that ¨ m w / 0. ThenA
b9 ¨ 9, ¨ 9  r sy1 r9 ty1 r st .  .  .  .11 11 11s , t
m r , r9 s ND*. . y1 y1b w , w  r s r t r st .  .  .  .11 11 11s , t
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Similarly if r is absolutely irreducible, then
 b r s ¨ , ¨ b9 r9 s ¨ 9, ¨ 9 .  . .  .s 2m r , r9 s K* . .
 b r s ¨ , ¨ b r s w , w .  . .  .s
 .   . .Proof. The representations r9: G ª O b9 and r : G ª O m r, r9 b
 .are in the same class by definition of m r, r9 . Therefore by the theorem
 .  y1 .  y1 .  .  .  .  y1 .b9 ¨ 9, ¨ 9  r s r9 t r st and m r, r9 b w, w  r s ?s, t 11 11 11 s, t 11
 y1 .  .r t r st differ by an element of ND*. This gives the first for-11 11
mula, and the second follows similarly using the second formula of the
theorem.
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